
RECIPE - WAX MELT
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DESCRIPTION USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS
 Option 1 - Homogeneous look (beginner level)
-Measure the wax and heat it in a suitable container    
  or double boiler at 60°C. This wax is not suitable for  
  microwave use. 
-Once melted, add the dye, fragrance and mica  
  powder, mixing until homogeneous in between  
   each step. 
-Pour your mixture into the clamshell. 
-Leave your wax melt to set for 48 hours before  
  using it.

Option 2 - Artisanal look (beginner level)
-Measure the wax and heat it in a suitable container  
  or double boiler at 60°C. This wax is not suitable for  
   microwave use.
-Once melted, add the dye and fragrance, mixing 
  until homogeneous in between each step.
-Add the raw mica roughly into the shapes in the  
  clamshell.
-Slowly pour your mixture into the clamshell.
-The mica will spread messily across the bottom  
  (which will become the top) and give your wax melts  
  an almost gold-sparkling look.
-Leave your wax melt to set for 48 hours before  
  using it.

Option 3 - Elegant look (advanced level)
-Measure the wax and heat it in a suitable container  
  or double boiler at 60°C. This wax is not suitable for  
  microwave use.
-Once melted, add the dye and fragrance, mixing  
  until homogeneous in between each step.
-Take 3g of the wax mixture and place it in another    
  warm container.
-Mix the mica with the 3g of the mixture and heat it    
  to bring the temperature back to 60°C. 
-This will allow the use of a pipette for the next step    
  without the mixture solidifying in the pipette. 
   Keeping the mixture hot will keep it fluid.
- Use a pipette to take up some of the hot mica   
   mixture and carefully fill each shape at the bottom  
   of the clamshell with the mixture. They do not have  
   to be completely full. 
-Try to spread the mixture across all four tree shapes  
  evenly.
- Leave it for 2 minutes, then fill the clamshell with  
   the main mixture. 
-The mica will set in each shape, giving a beautiful  
  smooth golden shape on the top of each melt 
  portion, much like a gold leaf.
-Leave your wax melt to set for 48 hours before  
  using it.

99g High Performance Melt Blend

0,2g Bekro 6146/74 Dark Green Dye

0,495g Sparkling Sands - Mica Powder

INGREDIENTS FOR EACH CANDLE

1x Metal Pouring Jug

11g Enchanted Forest Fragrance Oil

1x Clamshell - Christmas Tree

https://candle-shack.com/products/high-performance-melt-hpm-blend?_pos=1&_sid=39f1c9cf4&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/bekro-dye-6141-74-dark-green-10g?_pos=8&_sid=2f378ce03&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/sparkling-sands-mica-25g?_pos=1&_sid=75a092dcb&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/metal-pouring-jug?_pos=1&_sid=1d420b006&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/enchanted-forest?_pos=1&_psq=enchanted&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://candle-shack.com/collections/clam-shells/products/clamshell-christmas-tree

